University of Louisville is an institution of values and Cardinals embrace our values of care, accountability, respect, diversity and inclusion, integrity and transparency, noble purpose, agility, and leadership. We aspire to be a university community where all can excel in the classroom, the lab, the office, athletic competition, and across campus.

Under Title IX, sex discrimination is prohibited in all University of Louisville programs and activities, including the classroom, residence halls, athletic facilities, and across campus. Sex discrimination is also prohibited in university programs such as recruitment, admissions, financial assistance, housing, access to academic offerings and athletics.

Title IX protects all community members from sex discrimination, including women, men, pregnant and parenting individuals, transgender and gender nonconforming individuals, and individuals who have experienced sexual or relationship violence. This is the law and is supported by Cardinal Principles.

You are an integral part of the effort to prevent sex discrimination at UofL.
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2100 S. Floyd Street
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titleix@louisville.edu

For a list of Title IX staff and more information about Title IX please visit: louisville.edu/titleix
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